I am being provided with this form because the hair that I have submitted for testing measures less than 1 cm in length.

While I understand that Mitotyping Technologies routinely analyzes hair of this size and smaller, I also understand that very small hairs are often difficult to visualize, handle, and transfer from location to location. Methods that are used for their handling include magnification, special lighting, confinement to small spaces, and micro-tip tweezers.

Despite these extreme measures, it is always possible that a very small hair can be lost during the analytical process prior to DNA extraction.

Understanding these risks, and understanding that Mitotyping Technologies will do everything feasibly possible to guard against the loss of my submitted hair, I will not hold Mitotyping Technologies liable in the event that loss of the hair should occur.

Signed__________________________________

Date___________________________

Mitotyping Case Number____________________

Mitotyping Signature_______________________